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1-loop electroweak corrections a la Peskin and Takeuchi, retaining only gauge
boson vacuum polarization -functions (which dominate over other corrections),
are reexamined with a focus on the approximation made in the q
2
-expansion of
those functions. Denitions are given of the oblique parameters which do not de-
pend on this approximation but keep their symmetry contents intact. It is found
that the approximate q
2
-expansion is needed only in the wavefunction renormal-
izations of the W and Z bosons. These cancel out in certain observable ratios





tion on the Z-peak, asymmetries on the Z-peak and the -parameter at q
2
= 0)
which do not need the expansion approximation and are always explicitly deter-
mined functions of the oblique parameters S, T and U only. On-shell absolute
widths as well as other o-shell observables, in contrast, do depend on those
wavefunction renormalizations and hence can only be computed subject to the
approximate q
2
-expansion. For these we consistently extend the linear scheme
of Peskin and Takeuchi to include quadratic terms. As already known, four new
oblique parameters now materialize: V , W , X and Y . Experimental bounds are
obtained on all the oblique parameters { rst those on S; T; U without any refer-
ence to the q
2
-expansion approximation and then those on V;W;X; Y within the
quadratic approximation. There is presently no evidence that the linear approxi-
mation might be inaccurate, nor indeed any for signicant new physics deviations
from the Standard Model.
2
I. Introduction
Hints of physics beyond the standard model (BSM) have been sought [1] ar-
dently over the past few years in electroweak precision experiments. This question
is related to a careful treatment of 1-loop radiative corrections [2] in the standard
model (SM). So far, the procedure has been to compute various 1-loop corrected
measurable quantities in the SM (even including higher loop corrections in QCD)
and to look for tiny deviations by comparison with accurate experimental data. In
doing so, one has found it especially useful to describe such possible BSM eects
in SM radiative corrections generically in terms of a few precision parameters [3].
Suppose we restrict ourselves to processes without any external top quark.
The coupling between the Z boson and a bottom quark-antiquark pair is special
in that the specic top-mediated large vertex correction needs to be explicitly in-
cluded. Otherwise, 1-loop corrections to all remaining SM quantities, measured
to date, turn out to be overwhelmingly dominated by gauge vector-boson self-
energy graphs [4], known as oblique corrections to which the SM and the BSM
contributions add linearly. The aforementioned parameters can now be dened
as linear combinations [5,6] of dierences between various gauge boson vacuum
polarization -functions at the same or at the same scale or at two separate







[3] { with 
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S,  and s
respectively being the ne structure constant and the sine of the Weinberg angle
at the tree level { have been utilized in practice. The data from LEP and lower
energy experiments have been used earlier to obtain interesting bounds on them
[3-6].
The extraction of S; T; U from the data, obtained in experiments performed
both on the Z- andW -masses as well as at low energies, generally [4] requires some
kind of an approximation on the q
2
-dependence of the concerned -functions. Pe-
































being the at Minkowski metric and A;B being gauge group indices.

















































One of our aims in this paper is to extend the approximation (2) by allowing




















We also aim to identify those segments of the experimental data from which the




Let us pause, before proceeding further, to ponder over the motivation be-
hind this extension. The values of the quadratic terms computed in the SM are
found to be negligibly tiny. Coming to BSM contributions, Peskin and Takeuchi
[4] were inspired by scenarios of electroweak symmetry breakdown, in which the







etc. was expected to be
>
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is neglecting both the non-oblique corrections to 1-loop terms and the 2-loop con-
tributions. In this picture the linear approximation could a priori be deemed as
accurate. There are, however, other scenarios of electroweak symmetry-breaking
in which some BSM scales could have a signicantly lower value | such as 100-
200 GeV. An example would be a low-lying techniparticle or a low electroweak
gaugino mass in supersymmetry [8]. Now the accuracy of the linear approxima-
tion [4] could be called into question. As a rst step in going beyond the linear
approximation, one could therefore try including just the quadratic terms. With-
out going into the specics of the electroweak symmetry-breaking dynamics, it is
desirable to undertake a phenomenological study of these terms and that is our
intent.
As rst noted in Ref. [9], four and only four additional oblique parameters
V;W;X and Y materialize in the quadratic approximation. On including these
and, comparing with the available data, one is immediately faced with three
questions:




 Can one bound the new oblique parameters, consequent upon (3), from the
present data?
 In nature how accurate or robust is the linear approximation (2) of Peskin
and Takeuchi [4] actually?
We address these questions in this work.
Our emphasis is on dening the oblique parameters without reference to the
approximate q
2
-expansion procedure. These parameters are given as dierences
of appropriate combinations of - or 
0
-functions at the scales q
2




rather than their derivatives. (Of course, were one to go beyond the quadratic
approximation, one would need dierences of 
00
-functions, themselves dened in
terms of dierences of 
0
-functions, and so on). In selecting these combinations
we need to be careful about the symmetry contents of the oblique parameters.
(Our denitions disagree with those of Ref. [9] since the latter do not preserve
the correct symmetry properties of S and U { as explained in more detail in
the concluding section). The appropriate procedure for dening S; T and U was
already given in Ref. [6] and we extend the same approach to V;W;X and Y .
The expansion procedure enters the picture only in relating the Z- and W -
wavefunction renormalization constants (which involve derivatives of -functions)
to the oblique parameters. That step is necessitated in the calculation of certain
physical observables in terms of those parameters since the said renormalization
constants occur in their expressions. Those ratios, which do not depend on
the wavefunction renormalization constants, are found computable in terms of
S; T and U without any use of the expansion approximation. Turning then to
quantities which do, we show precisely where the expansion approximation enters
the calculation of these observables and derive expressions for the latter upto
quadratic terms. Using the rst set of ratios and experimental data, we obtain
numerical bounds on S; T and U independently of the expansion scheme. These
are then utilized with respect to experimental data on the second set of quantities
to derive the best bounds on V;W;X and Y in the quadratic approximation. SM
contributions to those quantities (with a reference point of top and Higgs mass
values) are then subtracted to yield the corresponding BSM numbers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a review
of the denitions of S; T and U emphasizing their symmetry content and also
a discussion of the origins of V;W;X and Y as well as their denitions. The
wavefunction renormalization constants of the Z and the W bosons are treated
in terms of the oblique parameters in Section III. In Section IV various physical
observables are computed as explicit functions of the oblique parameters which
are then constrained from data. The nal Section V contains a discussion of our
procedure and summarizes our conclusions. Details of the calculation of the Z
and W wavefunction renormalization constants in the quadratic approximation
are given in the Appendix.
II. The quadratic approximation and new oblique
parameters
Though a sizable literature exists on S; T and U , it would be useful to review





) of (1), the combination (AB) is allowed to take the values
(1; 1); (2; 2); (3; 3); (3Q) and (QQ). Here 1; 2; 3 refer to the generators of the
SU(2)
L
gauge group and Q to the electromagnetic current. On account of the
5




; hence there are four
independent -functions. These are generally written in the gauge boson basis,
with e
2



















































In our notation the electromagnetic, the weak charged current and the weak

















































as the corresponding electromagnetic, charged weak and
neutral weak gauge boson elds respectively. We also have s
2
, dened at the






' 0:226 and e dened [10] in terms of the tree level








=3. An additionally needed tree-level




































to be ' 246:4 GeV.
Let us restrict ourselves only to on-shell or near-peak Z;W data plus low



















; 0. That would give us eight 1-loop





(0) = 0; (6)
leaving six such independent quantities. We have already related tree-level pa-
rameters directly to experimental data. For 1-loop corrected quantities, we can
utilize three accurate numbers obtained from three precision measurements [12].
They are the inverse of the ne structure constant measured from the AC Joseph-
son eect to be 137:036, the mass of the Z determined from LEP { namely
(91:1900:0044) GeV { and the Fermi constant, inferred from the muon lifetime
6




. These can be used to eliminate
three of the 's. Finally, three more 1-loop corrected quantities remain and the

















































































What needs to be stressed in the denitions (7) is the physical meaning behind
the symmetry content of each of the three oblique parameters. S quanties the








= 0 (the mixing itself between two operators in the two
factor groups is absent classically but arises at the quantum 1-loop level owing to
spontaneous symmetry breakdown). In contrast, T and U are directly concerned
with weak isospin rather than hypercharge. T describes the amount of weak
isospin breaking at q
2
= 0 and is linearly proportional to the deviation from unity
of the -parameter, measured at low energies. On the other hand U measures the
contribution of the W;Z mass nondegeneracy to weak isospin breaking. While
additional oblique parameters do get introduced when one goes beyond the linear
approximation (2), the denitions (7) stand and do not suer any modication
since the latter are independent of the q
2
-expansion procedure.
Suppose we want to extend the linear approximation and retain upto quadratic
terms as in (3). How does the counting of the independent parameters go now?
We need to associate three dierent parameters with each of the four -like func-




). Thus, to start with, there are twelve




{ eliminate ve. Seven remain and hence one needs [9] four extra parameters
V;W;X; Y beyond the familiar S; T; U .
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), i.e. the retention of only the rst term in the RHS
of (8). Under this, S becomes  8
0
3Y







(0)]. In contrast, the quadratic approximation (3) corresponds





an extra quantity 
00
AB
(0) enters the picture. The four -functions of (4) then
7
lead to the four new oblique parameters. In the gauge boson basis these can be
dened exactly in terms of dierences of 
0

























































The fact that each of the new oblique parameters measures the deviation





) is evident from the RHS of (9). As
was the case with (7), the denitions (9) are exact within 1-loop electroweak
perturbation theory and do not invoke any q
2






) is exactly dened from (1). However, in computing observables at
the 1-loop level, just as S; T and U suced only for the linear approximation (2),
similarly S; T; U; V;W;X and Y with the above denitions provide a sucient
description of 1-loop electroweak oblique corrections only within the quadratic
approximation (3). Were one to retain cubic terms, one would be obliged to
introduce new oblique parameters in terms of dierences of 
00
-functions and so
on. It is convenient to invert (7) and (9) and write the four independent 's and
the six independent 
0
's as linear combinations of all the oblique parameters.
This is given in Table 1 with the numbers obtained from the values [12] of the
parameters described above.
III. Renormalization and the new oblique param-
eters
Once again, it would be useful to start with a brief review { this time of
the wavefunction renormalizations of the Z and of the W and of their role in

























with the subscript b indicating a \bare" value, are modied by vacuum polariza-
tion diagrams. This means that the corresponding wavefunction renormalization


































develop nontrivial dependences on the oblique parameters.








































































respectively through appropriate 
0






















































In (13), we have retained only the terms that are linear in the 
0
's, as is consistent
at the 1-loop level.








) with respect to
q
2










), as given by (11), that the expansion ap-
proximation is needed. This is because we have dened the oblique parameters
in terms of nite dierences. Dierences and derivatives can only be related in
practice through an approximate expansion procedure, viz. (2), (3) etc. Going
beyond Peskin and Takeuchi [4], who chose to apply (2), we make use of (3). If
the additional quadratic terms, considered here, turn out to make a relatively
small perturbation on the analysis of the data that was originally made with (2),
the robustness of the linear approximation would be demonstrated. Also, one
would then have a phenomenological justication of the neglect of higher terms
beyond being guided just by the SM.










) with the quadratic expansion (3) just









































































and the only remaining quadratic corrections are V to the former and W to
9






) to the total width of







cancels out from those. 1-loop expressions for observables (on-shell or at q
2
= 0)






occur in Table 2, written as linear combina-
tion of S; T; U and completely independent of any q
2
-expansion. The numerical






), for arbitrary q
2








































































valid independent of the quadratic approximation. But the latter is needed to
write (15) at any other q
2









) are included in





) for any other q
2
is not. Once again, the
quadratic parameter term vanishes on the Z mass-shell.
IV. Observables in the quadratic approximation
We now present the calculations of several observables and check their de-
pendences on the various oblique parameters { old and new. First, consider the
-parameter which involves the ratio of the neutral current neutrino scattering
amplitude to the charged current one at q
2
= 0. The q
2
= 0 condition can be
used to one's advantage by writing [4]

?













(0)] = 1 + T: (16)
It may be noted here that in the low-energy limit the 1-loop corrected four fermion







































. (16) is unaected by any expansion






appears in it. The situation is much






































































The story is totally dierent for partial widths of the Z decaying into various
fermion-antifermion pairs [4]:
























































































































































































































































being the QCD ne structure constant and a color factor of 3 has been included
in the qq cases.
We employ (14) and (15) to rewrite the RHS of (19) in terms of the oblique































. Table 2 has already listed those observables which can be so rewritten
in terms of combinations of S; T and U without reference to the q
2
-expansion
procedure. In contrast, Table 3 contains those for which specically the quadratic
approximation and hence one or more of the new parameters V;W;X; Y have





















). The V -terms must of course cancel out from
the ratio of any two partial widths of the Z among the four partial widths of






) remains the major dilutant in the extraction of precise
oblique parameters from the decays of the Z into light quark-antiquark pairs.
Turning to  (Z ! b

b), the vertex correction { mediated by a virtual top with
m
t



























. (We have assumed that BSM
physics does not contribute signicantly to the Zb

b vertex.) The oblique-corrected






































































The corresponding numerical expression appears in Table 3 in terms of the oblique
parameters S; T and V . The total Z-decay width  
Z
is likewise given in that table,




, as well as the respective branching ratios into charged leptons,
b







occur in Table 2. The last four quantities
involve only S and T .
We now consider the W -width [15] which is expected to be measured quite










































































































for the total width. In (24), V
ij
are the corresponding CKM matrix elements.
We have used the unitarity of the CKM matrix in the last step of (24). Thus we
can take [12] jV
tb
j = 0:9990  0:0004. Explicit expressions for  (W ! `) and
 
W
in terms of the oblique parameters S; T; U;W + Y and X appear in Table 3.







independent of any oblique parameters.




asymmetries. If they are computed strictly






) cancels out and no dependence on V;W;X; Y remains.
Thus we obtain the corresponding expressions of Peskin and Takeuchi [4]; they
12
remain valid { untouched by any q
2














for the left-right beam polarization asym-









b, and cc respectively, we obtain the numerical combination of oblique
parameters S and T only, as given in Tables 2 and 3.
O the Z-peak, but in the Z-lineshape region, one has additional contribu-



























































































, in terms of S; T and X are included in Table 3.
Finally, we come to observables related to low-q
2
experiments. For deep in-





































The ratios of the neutrial to charged current cross sections in the neutrino and





























are 0:383  0:014 and 0:371  0:014





, in terms of the oblique pa-
rameters S; T and X, appear in Table 3. Last, but not the least, is the atomic
weak charge of cesium which is determined by the parity-violation experiment on














Like other experimental quantities measured at low energies, this also is a linear
combination of S; T and X, as given in the last line of Table 3.
V. Bounds on the Oblique Parameters
Let us rst try to understand how the bounds on S and T were derived in
the linear approximation scheme of Peskin and Takeuchi [4]. The procedure
13







(vide Tables 2 and 3), to the corresponding theoretically predicted expressions
calculated in terms of the oblique parameters, and obtain an S  T contour with
a 
2





in this determination is secondary. This is since the coecients of
S and T in those quantities are rather small. Thus they are relatively ineective
in constraining those oblique parameters, though they do improve the statistics
somewhat.
As we have argued, S; T and U can be obtained without any reference to a
q
2
-expansion approximation (linear, quadratic or higher) from certain ratios. To
this end, we employ the branching fractions and asymmetries of the LEP data,










), dened so as to be unity in the SM . This last quantity has been
quoted in Ref. [12] as 1:0004  0:0030, but an improved number has recently
been obtained [17] by Erler and Langacker to be 1:0012  0:0024. We shall use
the improved number.
The main reason for the necessary use of data outside LEP experiments in
the determination of S and T is the following. The presence of V in  
Z
(vide
Table 3) means that the eectiveness of the latter in constraining S and T is lost.
Using m
t
= 175 GeV (and m
H
= 100 GeV, though the result is insensitive to
m
H
), the SM values are [3] S
SM
= 0:60 and T
SM






T  T   T
SM
. The ratios from LEP, occurring in Table 2, restrict them to















T . Thus a reasonably
tight allowed region is obtained nally, and the results are
~
S =  0:04 0:26;
~
T =  0:04  0:31:
(31)




T plane is shown in Fig. 1 where
the SM reference point is the origin. We can obtain U from the ratio of W and




= 0:8797  0:0020, we nd U = 0:32  0:61. For
our SM reference point, one has [3], U
SM
= 0:95, so that
~
U =  0:63 0:61: (32)
We nally come to V;W;X and Y , in determining which we inevitably need









=  0:027. For the rst three parameters the
same numbers can be quoted for the cases with and without tilde at the present
level of accuracy while
~
W will be slightly shifted from W . For
~
V we can use the
expression for  
Z
in Table 2. Feeding in [13]  
Z
= 2:4974 0:0038 GeV, we have
~
V = 0:30 0:38: (33)
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Among the remaining ones, we can only constrain
~





Using Ref. [12] and Ref. [16] R

= 0:312  0:003 and  
W
= 2:08 0:07 GeV, we
~




Y = 0:11  4:73: (34b)
VI. Summary and Discussion
The salient features of our work can be summarized as follows.
 Electroweak oblique parameters can be consistently dened at the 1-loop








 S; T and U { which involve dierences of only -functions at the same
scale or at two separate scales { can be determined (without invoking such
an approximation) from experimental ratios that are independent of the
wavefunction renormalizations of the Z and the W .
 The determination of S; T; U in the above manner from the current data







S =  0:04 0:26,
~
T =  0:04 0:31 (see also Fig. 1) and
~
U =  0:63 0:61 for the values of the corresponding BSM contributions.






are used as experimental inputs
in extracting the oblique parameters, the q
2
-expansion approximation be-
comes obligatory. Retaining upto quadratic terms and using all inputs from
low-energy measurements to those on the W;Z mass-shell (vide Table 3)
as well as (31) and (32), the additional oblique parameters thus generated
get constrained:
~




Y = 0:11  4:73,
~
X = 0:38  0:59
and there is practically no dierence here between those with tilde and the
ones without.
In discussing the above features, let us rst comment on the denition aspect.
As we have emphasized, the symmetry contents of the oblique parameters need
to be kept intact. Moreover, the parameters should preferably be dened inde-
pendently of the q
2
-expansion procedure. These points are at the heart of our
disagreement with the denitions given in Ref. [9]. Let us focus on S and U .






















































































































(0) respectively. With such a choice S could not be
written as a dierence of 
3Y








except only in the linear approximation. Thus the physical meaning of S as a






currents would be lost.
Similar would be the fate of U as a measure of the contribution of the W;Z
mass nondegeneracy to weak isospin breaking. The \S" and \U", dened in Ref.
[9], are therefore quantities that are physically dierent from what have been
considered so far.



























(0) respectively alongwith the



















= 0 while U measures weak-isospin breaking for the 
0
(0)'s. With these
denitions, however, no physical observable involving S and U at the one-loop
level would be computable without invoking the q
2
-expansion procedure. Our
denitions (7) have been chosen so as to preserve the symmetry properties of
the oblique parameters as well as to enable the determination of S; T; U without
reference to that expansion approximation. It is gratifying that a determination,
independent of the q
2
-expansion, has led to rather tightly constrained ranges for





T (such as most technicolor models) cannot escape from the guillotine by
appealing to quadratic or higher terms in the q
2
-expansions of -functions.
Furthermore, we have tried to test the robustness of the linear expansion
approximation in nature by including quadratic terms and the new oblique pa-














U while the corresponding SM















rather large. For the purposes of comparison we may point out that if V;W;X
and Y are set equal to zero in our global data ts, i.e. with the linear approxima-
tion [4], we obtain
~
S = 0:100:20 and
~
T = 0:080:18. The errors reduce but the
central values remain within the 90% c.l. ellipse of Fig. 1. Perhaps one should
not read too much into this but certainly the linear approximation is consistent
with the data. At this stage, there is no evidence either for any inaccuracy in
the linear approximation or of any discernible BSM contributions to the oblique
parameters. The Standard Model reigns supreme.
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Appendix 1







. Our specic intent is to show where the quadratic
approximation comes in.
































































































Within the quadratic approximation (3), the q
2






























































































































































Again, using the quadratic approximation, the q
2
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(0) = (0:5S   1:4T   1:5U + 1:7X + 0:02Y   0:01) 10
 2













) = 0:23116[1 + 0:014S   0:010T ]













= 20:787(18)[1   2:78  10
 3









= 0:2187(16)[1 + 0:54  10
 3









= 0:1711(4)[1   1:17  10
 3






= 41:4646(270)[1 + 0:59  10
 3







= 0:8768(2)[1   3:35  10
 3
S + 5:19  10
 3






















= 0:0752(12)[1   0:192S + 0:134T ]
Table 2: 1-loop corrected physical observables that are explicit linear











) = 1   5:1  10
 3
S   7:9  10
 3





W + 9:9 10
 3
Y
 (Z ! ) = 0:1659(3)[1   0:35 10
 3
S + 7:10  10
 3





l) = 0:0836(1)[1   1:65 10
 3
S + 8:45  10
 3
T + 7:29  10
 3
V ]
 (Z ! uu) =  (Z ! cc)
= 0:2967(12)[1   5:6 10
 3
S + 11:2  10
 3





d) =  (Z ! ss)
= 0:3822(16)[1   3:8 10
 3
S + 10:0  10
 3





b) = 0:3800(20)[1   3:9 10
 3
S + 10:0  10
 3











= 1:7378(35)[1   4:4  10
 3
S + 10:4  10
 3













= 2:4863(48)[1   3:3  10
 3
S + 9:6  10
 3
T + 7:29  10
 3
V ]
 (W ! l) = 0.2236(5)[1   0:010S + 0:015T + 0:012U
+7:29  10
 3





= 2.0664(40)[1   0:010S + 0:015T + 0:012U
+7:29 10
 3














[1 + 1:45  10
 2
S   1:04  10
 2














[1 + 1:88  10
 2
S   1:36  10
 2






= 0:2985(2)[1   0:83 10
 2
S + 2:04  10
 2






= 0:0297(1)[1 + 2:88  10
 2
S   0:56  10
 2





= 0:310(1)[1   6:94  10
 3
S + 19:45  10
 3





= 0:378(4)[1   0:45  10
 3
S + 14:92  10
 3








Cs) =  73:855(75)[1 + 9:9 10
 3
S + 0:4  10
 3
T   21:7 10
 3
X]
Table 3: 1-loop corrected physical observables that involve the new oblique
parameters in the quadratic approximation.
